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Attack on the Dark Eldar Temple
Posted by Kronos - 2012/09/05 11:47

_____________________________________

As I said in another thread I'm not as amazed by the DoE Expansion set as I expected to be. That
however is not because it is not a great set (it really is) but because some pieces don't align very good,
leaving gaps that are quite noticeable and there are some height differences between some pieces and
the color of the individual pieces (of this single set) don't match up. All in all not a big problem but while
I'm used to a A+ quality with Dwarven Forge this is somewhere between C+ and B-.
So I wanted to see how it looks in a setup together with other DoE sets:
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-XYkMP7ZW1mc/UEd6TXOe_MI/AAAAAAAACeU/64K3IM9CSXE/s1600/DoE+
Expansion+Test+S
Color differences are nothing new between the sets (even though this should not be happening) so the
slightly different colors in the new set don't really stand out. Not as much as the color difference between
the normal floor pieces and the 6" Long Walls from the DoE Room Set.
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-wMwptMNElOM/UEd6U8x47QI/AAAAAAAACec/hv_ZNviNX64/s1600/DoE+Ex
pansion+Test+Setup+02.jpg
The color change between the floor pieces are noticeable but not so bad. And I closed the hugest gap
with one of the tentacle walls which actually fits nicely.
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-GKGW9Gieokc/UEd6WjE4G5I/AAAAAAAACek/csG0ZackOoE/s1600/DoE+Ex
pansion+Test+Setup+03.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-ePyW7_c9s44/UEd6XhuRGPI/AAAAAAAACes/cgZgMVFI1x0/s1600/DoE+Exp
ansion+Test+Setup+04.jpg
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http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-j2EKL75DLoo/UEd6YYUK31I/AAAAAAAACew/VBH4-Va8dk0/s1600/DoE+Exp
ansion+Test+Setup+05.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-4hrwDu6nTyU/UEd6ZUQ5zZI/AAAAAAAACe4/6bzm0no66KI/s1600/DoE+Exp
ansion+Test+Setup+06.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-l6XnRZkxV2M/UEd6aCA-z0I/AAAAAAAACfA/RLGxdx-RLLk/s1600/DoE+Expa
nsion+Test+Setup+07.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-wSDtikLFg0o/UEd6azK7l6I/AAAAAAAACfI/P9K8e4V-bjI/s1600/DoE+Expansio
n+Test+Setup+08.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-9_8dXF7vGuk/UEd6bi9fdWI/AAAAAAAACfU/sR-BgWgVcPo/s1600/DoE+Expa
nsion+Test+Setup+09.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-qz8PPZXoFeo/UEd6cjxtFeI/AAAAAAAACfc/9n0NDJlmTv0/s1600/DoE+Expan
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sion+Test+Setup+10.jpg
http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-Xl1yLs7mCqg/UEd6daojc0I/AAAAAAAACfk/-R6pP_RCSUw/s1600/DoE+Expa
nsion+Test+Setup+11.jpg
To sum it up: The DoE Expansion looks very cool. :) I would have been even more amazed with this new
set if it would be without the little gaps and color changes and so forth. But in the end I'm very pleased
with what can be done with it. :)
============================================================================

Re:Attack on the Dark Eldar Temple
Posted by Shadox - 2012/09/06 03:26

_____________________________________

your setup ROCKS THE FREE WORLD!
-Shadox
============================================================================
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